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What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population manifested superpowers called

"Quirks"? Heroes and villains would be battling it out everywhere! Being a hero would mean learning

to use your power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of course! But what would

you do if you were one of the 20 percent who were born Quirkless? The final stages of the U.A.

High sports festival promise to be explosive, as Uraraka takes on Bakugo in a head-to-head match!

Bakugo never gives anyone a break, and the crowd holds its breath as the battle begins. The finals

will push the students of Class 1-A to their limits and beyond!
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Okay, I have to be completely honest here. So far this is my favorite volume of this series. Every

frustration and tension that had been building up in the previous volume is finally unleashed in this

one. The climax is perfectly executed, not taking too long and not ending too quick; just perfect!We

also get to learn more about Todoroki and his past, which is like an extra plus for me.Altogether this

volume's ending left me a bittersweet feeling but definitely on edge for wanting more! There are new

questions, new things we learn here and I honestly can't wait for the next volume to be published!

This series just keeps getting better and better. This whole volume is non-stop battles as they

continue to fight for the championship of the first year students. Everybody's quirks are so cool and



there are some great match-ups. We learn a lot about Todoroki's character and his background this

volume and I love how the winner was unpredictable. Also near the end, the next arc is set-up as we

meet a villain who is on a hero serial killing spree. Should be exciting!

Â My Hero Academia 5 by Kohei Horikoshi. Published by viz media in the shonen jump categorie.

Visit my youtube channel : /c/KongFuziReviewsWhat would the world be like if 80 percent of the

population manifested superpowers called "Quirks"? Heroes and villains would be battling it out

everywhere! Being a hero would mean learning to use your power, but where would you go to

study? The Hero Academy of course! But what would you do if you were one of the 20 percent who

were born Quirkless?The final stages of the U.A. High sports festival promise to be explosive, as

Uraraka takes on Bakugo in a head-to-head match! Bakugo never gives anyone a break, and the

crowd holds its breath as the battle begins. The finals will push the students of class 1-A to their

limits and beyond!

This manga is getting really good, the sports festival is a little bit like the chunin exams from naruto,

just in a different format. The story so far isn't as intense as other shonen series out there but I feel

like it's building up to something big. Definitely will keep reading!

I'm reading again this manga and I feel the same excitement of the first time. Though the majority of

this volume focuses on the sports festival tournament, there are important moments of character

development. Also the resulting match between Midoriya and Todoroki is one that will have a lasting

impact on both boys.

This series just gets better and better really loved this one we really saw fights between really

important characters and it left me on the edge of my seat

It picks up the story right where the last one left off, and it concludes the school championship arc.

Can't wait for the next one.

Interesting. Not as intense as the exam arc of HXH or Naruto but really well planned. Excited to see

where the story takes us next.
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